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Solving Home Performance Problems
How many here think one of these alone will 

solve common complaints:
• Weatherstripping?
• CFLs?
• Thermostat setback?
• Repairing ductwork?
• Repairing or replacing HVAC equipment?
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Getting the “Mileage” from a HP Home

• Do occupants get the performance they 
expect?  If not, why not?

• Does homeowner know how to operate 
home to maximize performance?

• There is work to be done after they move 
in?
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Do You Get What You Expect?
• Studies point to wide range of energy use 

in same and similar homes, up to 2:1
• Occupant behavior is a large part
• How can raters and home performance 

specialists affect behavior?
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The Prius Dashboard
• Educates the driver
• Provides instant feedback to driving habits 

– The Prius Effect
• Would mileage vary if there were no 

feedback?
• Maybe, but feedback gives greater 

opportunity to alter behavior



Feedback matters

• Even simple “indicators” work
• Simple is better than complex 

because they break less often
• But, you have to know how to 

read them and what to do
• They should provide indication 

that you’re moving in the right 
direction
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Thermodynamics
(Building Science)

Human Dynamics
(Comfort, Safety, 
Stewardship, Peer 
Pressure)
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Consumer Behavior
• Will energy use ↑ when prices ↓?

– Current recession an exception?
– Without compelling feedback behavior doesn’t 

change or persist
• Comfort can drives decision, more than 

economics
• Peer pressure drives people to imitate neighbors
• Carbon sensitivity is driving market like never 

before
• But, will current hard times elevate economics?
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Maslow’s Hierarchy
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The Real World for Homeowners
• Purchasers of high performance new 

home
• Homeowners making performance 

upgrades to existing home

Can they expect higher performance without 
changing their behavior?
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Current Feedback Mechanism
• Utility bill, provided 10-40 days after 

energy was used
• Bill disaggregation – who does that?
• Who remembers weather from last month 

or that they set the t-stat warmer than 
normal?  Climate varies substantially from 
year to year.



Smart Grid, what’s changed

• AMR – data for utility
• AMI – enables feedback to the 

homeowner
• Smart Grid – enables control for the 

homeowner
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Smart Metering Enables
• Two-way communication with utility
• Display of daily utility price fluctuations
• Enables systems that learns personal 

patterns to help control usage
• Comparison of consumption footprint to 

similar households
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Energy Dashboards - Better Feedback

• GridWise Demonstration Project
– 112 homeowners
– Could view instant energy use and 

adjust power consumption via online 
controls

– Electricity use reduced 10%
• Powercost Monitor

– 7-12% electricity usage drop
• Home Area Networks



HAN Preferences Interface
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Will Homeowners Use It?
• ESO often rules
• Programmable Thermostats

– How often overridden or simply not used
– Digital easier to read – The Bifocal Effect?
– How many here: 

• have one
• use one
• know how to program
• know what optimal settings                                  

are
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After finding nothing about Tstats . . .
• Chevron has gotten my curiosity
• So, I asked Google the question:
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So let me get this straight . . .

• During the day you want me to be at 85 in  
summer and 62 in winter?

• And, you want me to sleep at 82 summer and 62 
winter?

• And, you expect me to go and buy a thermostat 
automatically programmed with these settings 
and be happy about it?

• What are my choices, please …
• And, how can I be sure these savings are real?
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What Does the Software Tell Us?
• Simple house modeled in REM/Rate 

shows $38 savings with programmable 
thermostat ($55 if located in NJ)

• REM/Rate makes these assumptions:
– Heating setback 11am-7pm, 5 degrees
– Cooling setback 9am-3pm, 5 degrees
– Per RESNET standard

• Is this enough control over settings?
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What Homeowners Need
• Help understanding the concepts
• Help implementing the right feedback 

mechanisms

A business opportunity for raters?
• Work after the rating is complete
• Commissioning the systems
• Will the owner pay for this?
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Where is the Market Heading?
Performance benchmarking
• AB 1103 in CA

– Performance rating requirement at the time of 
sale

• Title 24 in CA
• Energy Star labeling of entire HVAC 

system, not just equipment
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Another 
Software 
Approach
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So, in summary
• Educate homeowners and help them make the 

best choices
• To help the homeowner, raters need tools that 

explain actual behavior
• Assist the homeowner to find the proper balance

– If possible, automate the right behavior
– If ESO is likely, provide telltales and simple ways for 

them to trim their sails
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